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THE HISTORY

Jan Cheng Lighting has been engaged in illuminative industry for nearly three 

decades, even though Dancelight, Jan Cheng’s brand, has been established for just 

six years. Established in 1987, Jan Cheng had started from retailing, and then across 

to wholesaling, and go even further, to establish a private brand. Their clients are 

given with substantial additional value, thanks to the total solution from development, 

production and distribution channel. Since various products are unable to be offered by 

international brands as OSRAM and PHILIPS, in this occasion, the concept of building 

a Taiwanese owned brand was hatched, with the help of experiences and knowledge of 

lighting, Dancelight was born. Jan Cheng owns vantages of both product and quality, for 

products, the multiple lighting applications is based on our already-owned illuminative 

technology, as well as trading experience.  Thus over 300 LED produces were developed, 

including indoor/outdoor and outdoor construction-use, while renewing products for 

every half a year, as a life cycle, in order to stabilize quality. As for quality, a certain 

standard of quality is undoubted, since the brand comes from Taiwan. Apart from that, 

what makes Jan Cheng stands out from competitors is that besides major product 

sales, Jan Cheng further assists clients for the distributing, and builds up their own 

distribution channel.

WORKING TOGETHER, TOWARDS THE WORLD

Currently, our distribution channels can be seen in over 30 countries, mostly in emerging 

markets, such as Southeast Asia, Middle East and Central/South America are the main 

focus, so as to promote Taiwanese private brand. High-intermediate consumer group 

inside the market is our main source, these group of people may have a preference in 

international manufacturer, but since Taiwanese made products own the reputation of 

quality, Dancelight is always on the list of most desirable brand. In the market of price-

oriented, the extraordinary design and quality makes Dancelight stands out from the 

crowd.  After all, quality cannot be compromised, if the brand wants to be recognizably 

from others. Also, there are currently various luminaries smuggling from China to 

Southeast Asia, due to custom avoidance, the issue happens even more regular in 

emerging markets. Considering this , Taiwanese authority is responsible that signing 

free trade agreements with other countries, to create a market that able to compete 

fairly. In the Southeast Asian market, Chinese dominate the business, no matter which 

country, competition from China is inevitable, and therefore, private brand’s promotion 

is the main effort. Jan Cheng hopes that more countries will recognize Dancelight, the 

Taiwanese brand.



HORIZONTAL ALLIANCE, MORE VALUE THROUGH INTERFLOWING

Jan Cheng’s main development in Taiwan is residential, commercial and outdoor 

lightings. “Transformer”, the fully adjustable down light, is Dancelight’s flagship 

product, nowadays LED can be integrated with the housing, compare with separated 

assembling in the old day, results are increased convenience in installation, and the 

aesthetic appearance. Considering the horizontal alliance, Jan Cheng’s integration of 

products, channels and participants are maintaining, but professional luminaries is still 

the core business, Jan Cheng has also set an independent team that experts in business 

of horizontal alliance. Our clients sell products into many regions, with a healthy 600 

thousand lights sale inside the country. At this point, years of efforts from Jan Cheng 

can finally be seen. We are able to manage our own trade, chiefly because our very own 

logistic system that huge cost has been plunged into, then transplant the experience 

overseas, results are terrific. The biggest challenge for Jan Cheng in overseas market, 

is the dumping of Chinese products, not only the quality has been quickly catch up, 

authority’s policy of support is the main reason why a single Taiwanese maker was 

having a hard time fighting against. Since Southeast Asian are less recognized about 

Taiwan, when Jan Cheng visits overseas dealers, the first thing to do is once again 

introduce Taiwan, to avoid foreigners mistake Taiwan and Thailand as a same country, 

due to similar pronunciation. With the result, building our Taiwanese private brand is 

first priority, and let it shine overseas, that no mistaken from other countries, such as 

Thailand.

IN THE FUTURE

As for company’s business, with clients and market are growing, our long-term concept, 

is since market’s quality is uneven, due to poor LED products, when new markets need a 

promotion, we constantly provide products with suitable quality to consumers. Because 

minor difference in price are not that significant, if there is one with better quality, 

people are willing to pay more for purchasing. As for inner training, Jan Cheng has not 

only promoting home-made products to clients, but assisting them how to promote it 

successfully; we have our own concept to follow when selling our own products, hoping 

that this will be beneficial for the society, not just for our own business benefit.
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9W 黑鑽石 LED 嵌燈

9" 變型金剛投射燈




